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How Rafael Lozano-Hemmer’s
mesmerizing works are
bridging divides
You Are Here: Light, Color, And Sound Experiences by Rafael Lozano-Hemmer at the North Carolina Museum of Art
in 2018. (Karen Malinofski)
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Mexican-Canadian artist explores how interactive art can
work in a global pandemic

When Rafael Lozano-Hemmer was growing up in Mexico City, he didn’t exactly have a
typical childhood.
A self-professed “unsupervised nerdy child,” he read and re-read Guillaume Apollinaire’s
transgressive erotic novel Les Onze Mille Verges that his uncle Federico had left behind.
He had a coin collection that he would organize according to metal alloy, date, country,
emblem and mint. He played American football — “badly” — for a team called Patriotas
del Parque Unido.

CBC Q VIDEO: Host Tom Power talks to Mexican-Canadian artist Rafael Lozano-

Hemmer about interactive art in a global pandemic.
He performed in commercials for bread, chocolate and shoes, and synthesized
bakelite with his grandfather, an amateur chemist. (The grandfather thought it would
bring fame and fortune, only to discover it had been invented six decades earlier.)
But the Mexican-Canadian artist also did something that few kids can claim: his
parents owned a string of disco nightclubs, salsa clubs and drag bars, and the young
Lozano-Hemmer regularly hung out at those hotspots.
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Rafael Lozano-Hemmer is a Mexican-Canadian artist whose work features architecture,
technological theatre and performance. (Submitted by Rafael Lozano-Hemmer)

“I used to be super proud of this because I spent so much time in these clubs. I was
seven years old and spending time with Rudy Calzado and Celia Cruz and all the salsa
stars. Now I go to psychotherapy because it’s not OK to send your kids to nightclubs
and discotheques,” said Lozano-Hemmer with a laugh, speaking with CBC Radio’s q
host Tom Power.
“But I grew up among strobe lights and colour-changing lights. And I think it informs
part of my practice. I really like to throw a good party.”

Human chemistry
Known for his stunning, large-scale installations involving light, the artist later
relocated to Montreal, where he earned a degree in physical chemistry from Concordia
University. But it’s the human chemistry he conjures through his work that has won
accolades around the globe, as well as a ercely faithful following.
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Border Tuner and Sintonizador Fronterizo by Rafael Lozano-Hemmer at Bowie High-School and Parque Chamizal.
(Monica Lozano)

Last year, Lozano-Hemmer’s piece Border Tuner made headlines as it invited people
on both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border to move massive searchlights until two beams
joined. When one person’s light met another’s, they could speak with the person on
the opposite side.
In Pulse Tank, which has been exhibited in cities from Washington D.C., to Geneva to
Istanbul, participants’ heartbeats are transformed into waves of water that trigger a
light display.
In Voice Tunnel, visitors to New York’s Park Avenue Tunnel could speak into an
intercom that recorded and looped their voices; the sound was then piped through
150 speakers and matched with Morse code-like ashes of light.
Many artists work with light as a medium, says Lozano-Hemmer, but they often use it
to represent enlightenment or spirituality. Growing up amid swirling disco lights — and
in environments where people could step out of the everyday and be whoever they
wanted — gave Lozano-Hemmer’s work a di erent spin.
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Atmosphonia by Rafael Lozano-Hemmer at the 2019 Manchester International Festival. (Mariana
Yañez)

Like a great nightclub, he argues, art provides a kind of interruption to normal life, and
a platform for people to relate to each other in di erent ways.
“Most of my work is interactive. Participation is not only invited, but fundamental to
the existence of the artwork,” says Lozano-Hemmer, who has created commissioned
works for the European Union’s expansion in Dublin, the Vancouver 2010 Olympics
and the opening of the Guggenheim in Abu Dhabi, to name a few.
“A lot of my works are activated by cameras or by sensors, or by microphones that pick
up the activity of the public, and then that becomes the artwork itself. So if you have
no public, there's nothing to show.”

